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SW Contracts and Wykamol alliance on prestigious 2
Leicester Square Project

The new Edwardian Leicester Square
hotel, includes 6 below-ground storeys
constructed using PUDLO Waterproof
Concrete. The basement is more than
30 metres below ground level, making it
the deepest hotel basement in London
and perhaps the largest commercial
basement in the UK.
The £300 million investment from Edwardian Hotels London
will open its doors in 2019.
PUDLO Waterproof Systems has been on-site for over 12
months to assist with the below-ground waterproofing using
PUDLO concrete.
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SW Contracts and Wykamol alliance on prestigious Leicester
Square Project
drawings were prepared to help the architect in the
overall scheme design.
The floors have a combination of 8mm and 20mm
membranes to both walls and floors depending on the
level of the floor and there is an innovative pipework
system to transfer water from floor to floor.
Tanking slurry has been applied on intermediate floors to
deal with water under capillary action across the floors.
The scheme is on-going and the hotel is due to open in
2019.
We’ll be featuring further updates on-line and in our next
newsletter so watch this space.
www.swcontracts.co.uk

Thanks to Marc Kerridge for supplying
some amazing photographs of the
prestigious Leicester Square project that
his company, SW Contracts, is currently
working on.
The project includes the installation of 14,000 meters
of type C membranes to the basement in what will be
the deepest hotel in Europe when completed. The hotel
will command an enviable position in Central Leicester
Square in London.
As the photographs demonstrate, the scale of this project
is huge with 6 storeys ‘below ground’ in excess of 30
metres deep.
The scheme’s architects are Woods Bagot with SW
Contracts as the main contractor with support from subcontractor Macai Projects.
Marc Kerride took advice and guidance from Wykamol’s
David Jeffries as the design is complex and 20 or so
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Planning for your future Structural Waterproofing designs?
Look no further than Juta
GP® Gas & Waterproofing Membranes
from JUTA UK are high performance
membranes that provide protection from
ground gases including VOCs, Carbon
Dioxide, Methane, Radon, and protects
the structure from water ingress.
GP®-TITANBOND – A pre-applied fully bonded
waterproofing membrane used for the Gas/waterproofing/
tanking of underground structures where harmful ground
gasses are anticipated. With an ever increasing awareness
of the effects of ground gas on human health, GP®TITANBOND is the futureproofed membrane, available
today. For Post-applied fully bonded applications, GP®TITANTANK can be utilised.
Brownfield Land Development can present challenges in the
form of ground pollutants. GP®-TITANFLEX membranes
are extensively tested and proven to withstand the most
aggressive environments and provide confidence to the end
user the product is suitable and fit for purpose for the needs
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of today, and futureproofed for the demands of tomorrow.
Providing a robust, durable and flexible membrane, GP®TITANFLEX is designed to offer cost effective development
options for brownfield land. Capable of providing a resistant
barrier to a range of chemicals, GP®-TITANFLEX opens up
the potential for development at lower cost; providing the
ability for source contaminants to be left in-situ, offering
huge savings on a reduced bulk earthworks package.

Benefits
• Recognised as an accepted system for ground gas and
water protection by NHBC.
• Full surface contact between the membrane and
concrete.
• Quick and easy installation.
• Can be a full welded system.
• VOC & Hydrocarbon barrier – The first (and currently
only) membrane available to fully achieve the
requirements of C748 for chemical testing as a bonded
type A.
• Exceptational Chemical Resistance.
• High resistance to Ground Gasses.
• Long Term Durability (performance guaranteed for the
lifetime of the building).
• Compatible with all building materials.
• Manufactured to meet the most up to date British
Standards and guidance.
• Waterproofing Barrier (TYPE A – BS8102:2009).
• Gas Barrier (Radon, Methane, Carbon Dioxide BS8485:2015).
• Hydrocarbon (Liquid and Vapour phase) and VOC barrier
(C748).
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BWA welcome Danosa to their ranks
Danosa is one of the world’s leading
building and civil engineering companies
and possesses more than four decades
of experience serving the building and
civil engineering industry in the form of
products and services for waterproofing,
acoustic insulation, drainage, geotextiles
and skylights.
Danosa originally specialised in the manufacture of
waterproofing materials and then developed its business
by diversifying into other building products. Today it
is the market leader in Spain with over 40% share of
the market and is regarded as one of the foremost
manufacturers in the building and civil engineering
sectors.
The company provide a range of bituminous
waterproofing products and membranes - bituminous
plates for waterproofing, vapour barriers, emulsions,
fillers and adhesives and bituminous sheets for use in a
variety of waterproofing applications.
The Basement Water Proofing Association is the
trade representative organisation for registered
manufacturers, suppliers and contractors in the UK
of tanking products, such as cavity drain membranes
for protection of basement & cellar structures against
water from the ground. A diverse membership includes
industry leaders in the design, manufacture, construction
and maintenance of effective basement tanking
schemes. Such expertise, research and innovation are
central to the Associations philosophy of knowledge
transfer based on world class capabilities in applied
basement waterproofing systems.
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Thermaskirt opens up Airbnb possibilities
Many of our recent customers, including Laura on Ecclesall Road Sheffield have
converted their damp and unused basement to generate an extra source of income
through AirbnB. At the BWA we work with all of our members to help them maximise
the PR opportunities of the work they undertake.
We recently helped Sheffield based LABS Ltd write a
news story on a basement refurb project designed to
generate extra income for one of their customers, Laura.
Laura, who resides on Eccleshaw Road, Sheffield had
decided to covert her damp and unused basement so
she could generate an extra source of income through
AirbnB.
This project was especially unique with the installing
of Thermaskirt. Thermaskirt is an innovative heating
system that combines the skirting boards and radiator in
one. The Aluminium profile is made in several standard
profiles to match in with existing skirting, (as pictured
7inch Torres profile in this project).
Made in England and available in electric and ‘wet’
central heating version versions with normal flow and
return radiator pipework. Not only does the product save
on space, but crucially provides a radiant heat source
around the converted basement, reducing potential
condensation issues. Combined with Wykamol products
and technical support, Thermaskirt is proving to be
exceptionally good in helping us meet BS8102 standards
for our customers.
At LABS Ltd we Intend to offer Thermaskirt as part of our
wider basement install. Founded in 2016, LABS Building
Services Ltd is a family run business based in Sheffield.
Their services range from general building to more
specialist waterproofing, damp proofing and timber
treatments.
For additional information on Thermaskirt and general
Basement Conversions please contact Brendan at LABS
BUILDING SERVICES LTD, on 01142302865 Or visit us at
www.l-a-b-s.co.uk.
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Advance Property Preservation complete major London
project
Advance Property Preservation
completes a major basement waterproof
project in a large project in East London.

The images illustrate the various stages of a two
basement waterproofing project in East London which
are to be a commercial ground and basement floor with
upper floors consisting of properties with 89 apartments.
Concrete construction was formed by main contractor,
Advance property Preservation then applying Wykamol
Hydradry Type A waterproofing to internal walls,
floors, soffits and external face of capping beams.
Using fillet seal on wall floor and celling junctions and
detailing sealing of the construction construction joints
guarantees a quality finish.
A Type C system was then applied to the internal
walls and floors using Wykamol CM 20 and CM 8 with
perimeter channel leading to various sump chambers.
The total floor and wall space treated with Type A and
C waterproofing which covered an internal area of
approximately was 1500m.
Advance Property Preservation have been trading in
the core business of damp prevention and control since
1995. They provide professional, reliable and certified
systems to resolve damp proofing or timber preservation
problems, including waterproof tanking of basements,
cellars and vaults and operate in the London and
surrounding areas.
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The subterranean secrets of London’s super-rich
What lies beneath? Study exposes
thousands of opulent basement schemes
with cinemas, pools … and a beach. The
subterranean secrets of London’s superrich are revealed in a study of 4,650
basements granted planning permission
in some of the capital’s most affluent
neighbourhoods, with hundreds of
swimming pools and cinemas in the most
luxurious developments.
Almost 1,000 gyms, 376 pools, 456 cinemas, 381 wine
stores and cellars and 115 staff rooms, including
bedrooms for nannies and au pairs, were found in the
plans for the basements approved by seven London
boroughs between 2008 and 2017.

The most extravagant schemes include a three-storey
basement in Holland Park, Kensington and Chelsea,
with amenities including a swimming pool, plunge pool,
beach, sauna, steam room, jacuzzi, media room, gym and

The data, collected by Newcastle University’s global
urban research unit from planning applications,
identified two basements with more than one pool,
including one with an artificial beach.

staff quarters.

The study only covers the basements granted planning
consent under existing properties. Other basements
have been constructed under new homes. One new
mansion in Notting Hill, on sale for £25m, includes a
double-level basement with a 21-metre swimming pool.

basement, features a swimming pool, cinema, car park,

The researchers do not know how many of the
basements they found have been built, because current
planning law allows owners to commence work up to
three years after permission is granted, with no deadline
to complete. Several leading basement architects and
developers said, however, that the vast majority of
approved projects are completed.
Other amenities uncovered in the research include 547
media rooms, 340 games and recreation rooms, 242
saunas or steam rooms, 63 underground garages and
parking facilities, and one car museum.

A three-storey scheme in Mayfair, Westminster, which
was granted planning permission under an existing
sauna, steam room and dance floor.
A single-storey basement in Primrose Hill, Camden,
includes a Turkish bath, Roman bath, cigar room,
swimming pool, plunge pool, sauna, massage room,
cinema, games room and bar, wine store, pilates room,
gym and banquet hall.
So without doubt basement conversion is in demand,
particularly in the capital but also across the UK. Joining
the Basement Waterproofing Association is a prerequisite
for all organisations who want to benefit from collective
marketing expertise and capitalise on this huge potential.

The researchers also identified 785 large basements, of
at least two storeys under the footprint of the house, or
one storey extending well under the garden. Most were
large enough to house a swimming pool.
Another 112 basements were classified as mega, of at
least three storeys in depth under the footprint of the
house or two storeys in depth and extended under the
garden. Some of the largest were up to 18 metres deep
and bigger than the rest of the property above ground,
warranting the nickname of iceberg homes.
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Welcome on board Barker Morris

Barker Morris Limited is the latest
contractor to join our ranks.
Barker Morris are specialists in the design and
installation of waterproofing systems to new basement
structures and the repair of existing cellars.
They operate throughout the south of England from
Cornwall to Kent and are particularly active within the
London area operating from a regional base at Marlow,
Buckinghamshire.
Their professionally qualified management team ensure
that the most appropriate waterproofing system or
method of repair is selected in each case and that the
work is undertaken reliably and strictly in accordance
with the performance specification set out by the agreed
design.
On behalf of all of us at the BWA we look forward to
working with them.
www.barkermorris.com
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Basement extension: Where do I start?
At the BWA one of our key objectives is
to promote the benefits of basement
extensions so that our members can benefit
directly from increased enquiries and
demands for this kind of work. We recently
helped the Home Owners Alliance write an
article on basement conversions.
A basement extension can be a fantastic way to expand
your living space by creating an extra bedroom, TV
lounge, office or gym. We take you through everything
you need to think about, from how much it’s likely to
cost down to whether or not you will need planning
permission.
Should I convert my basement?
•

The costs and complexity of the project will vary
dramatically depending on whether you have an existing
cellar with enough headroom that can be easily converted
or whether you will need to excavate to make the space
workable.
A rough rule of thumb is that a basement conversion is
likely to cost between £900 to £1,400 per square metre if it
is an existing space with no structural changes needed.
For projects that require excavation and underpinning
the cost is likely to range between £1,500 and £2,000 per
square metre. For a more detailed breakdown of potential
costs see table below.
Speak to your local planning authority and building control
department before you start any work to make sure you
know exactly what permissions are required.
You will almost certainly need planning permission if you
are making any structural changes or altering the external
appearance of the property, if the building is listed or in a
conservation area.
If you are making structural changes and share a wall with

•

•

•

•

•

your neighbour you will need a Party Wall Agreement.

Do basement extensions add value?
If you are settled in your home but have outgrown your
living space, building an extension is a great way to
make more of what you’ve already got. Adding an extra
room, such as a converted basement, can increase your
property value by up to 20 per cent. We recommend
you speak to a couple of local estate agents before you
start if this is your primary motivation; they will be able
to indicate whether you will recoup your investment
when it comes to selling. A good source of natural light
and decent ceiling height will help to ensure that your
conversion is a worthwhile investment that boosts your
home’s value.

good idea to contact your Local Planning Authority at an
early stage and certainly well before any work begins.
If you are converting an existing cellar and are not
making any changes to the external appearance of the
building, you are unlikely to need planning permission.
If your basement extension requires excavation to
create more room or if you are making changes to the
external appearance of the property by adding a light
well for example, then you ARE likely to need planning
permission.
Does my basement extension need Building
Regulations approval?
Regardless of whether you need planning permission
or not, you will almost certainly still require Building
Regulations approval to ensure that your conversion
meets a minimum standard of health, safety and
welfare conditions; this covers areas such as ventilation,
fire safety, foundations, energy efficiency and other
standards.
It may seem like there are an overwhelming number
of professionals to consult when it comes to planning a
basement extension, but Philip Gallagher from our Find a
Professional partners at Plentific, says that speaking to a
reputable local builder with experience of similar projects
is the best place to start.
He says: “If they are familiar with local planning laws and
have the right experience, they should be able to tell you
which other professionals you will need for the job.”
What is basement ‘tanking’ and is it necessary?
“Tanking” is another word for the process of
waterproofing your basement and will be necessary
whatever you are planning to use it for. The process
involves covering the walls in a membrane or another
material to withstand water pressure from the
surrounding ground, preventing damp and structural
damage. Make sure that your contractor complies with
the relevant standards by checking that they are a
member of the Basement Waterproofing Association.
www.basementwaterproofingassociation.org
www.hoa.org.uk

Do basement conversions need planning permission?
Planning rules are continually being reviewed and they
vary considerably from one area to the next, so it is a
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Guardian Preservation Take Leading Role
Property Care Association: Project of
the Year, 1-9 Seymour Street
Overview
In June 2013 it was announced that £500 million would
be cut from the Metropolitan Police budget, 65 of the
least used police front counters across the capital were
proposed for closure. Marylebone Police Station had its
fate sealed and the old police station closed in June 2013.
In 2015, Westminster City Council’s planning department
granted The Portman Estate planning permission to
demolish the existing building at 1-9 Seymour Street
and to redevelop the site. The scheduled demolition and
clearing of the site was to make way for a new seven
storey mixed use building, which was to include a two
level basement, residential block, restaurant, retail space,
commercial office block and school.

•
•
•
•

which would accommodate the building and its
future use.
Responsibility for full façade package including
onerous performance criteria.
Multiple façade treatments with complex interfacing.
Totally bespoke projecting glass and steel bays.
Bespoke vitreous enamel window liners.
Complex inner city environment with significant
delivery challenges.

The result
The basement structure has been constructed to cope
with any future water ingress and will withstand the test
of time. Galliford Try were thrilled with the outcome. The
project was achieved on time and within budget.
The finished project will be a truly stunning building that
adds to the growing portfolio for all involved and will
add to London’s ever evolving skyline and landscape.
This project required a sympathetic
knowledgeable basement specialist. Guardian
Preservation with its reputation of working
with homeowners, surveyors, contractors, architects,
landlords and management companies was a
natural choice. Guardian Preservation have a long
established relationship with Delta Membrane
Systems Limited and the two businesses have regularly
shared experience and knowledge.
Both Guardian Preservation and Delta Membrane
Systems Ltd were included at the design phase so
were able to add consideration and give expert advice
during the crucial planning stage. The
basement dig was planned with the use of piling. On this
project contiguous piling was deployed in
conjunction with an inner RC lining wall.
Some of the key challenges to this project were:
• Ensuring a fully functional waterproofed basement
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Cheltenham based Guardian Preservations have built
a reputation for quality and have over the last 40 years
surveyed over 5000 properties.
Founded by Chris Herbert, Guardian ethos is based on
the following principles:
• Committed to doing the job right.
• Strive to be experts in their field through continuous
training.
• To put their customers at the heart of their business.
• To provide 100% accurate advice.
To find out more, visit their website
www.guardianpreservation.co.uk.
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Case Study: London Based Property Development
Client
London based property developer

•

reliability and longevity of the pumping stations.
A comprehensive service agreement has been taken
out with quarterly services agreed.

Sector
Residential
Project Type
Specify, supply and install
Project Location
London
Product(s) Used
MagnaGrand IP
Onsite Contract Duration
60 days
Project Scope
Product design, supply, install and commission
Requirement
We were asked to plan, specify and install a system of
pumping stations to remove foul, storm and ground
water separately from the basement of one of London’s
largest residential excavations. The pumps would need to
be capable of pumping over a 9m head due to the threestorey excavation. We would be part of an integrated
team of contractors working systematically through the
different phases of the build programme.
Method
• Chose specialised pumps to perform to the high
specification.
• A total of 23 pump stations were installed: 11
groundwater, 6 foul, 4 storm water and 2 lift pit pump
stations.
• Vortex impellers were specified to reduce the risk of
blocking.
• Worked in close coordination with the developer
to install the pumps following each phase of the
development.
Result
• Throughout the project we have built a close
relationship with the client and his team.
• Highly reliable systems have been supplied with a
long-life span.
• All pump stations will report to the building
management system for continuous and
straightforward monitoring.
• Ongoing maintenance is important to ensure the
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Focus On
The team delivers on a prestigious and complex project.
Successful fulfilment of this contract on ‘Billionaire’s Row’
in London demonstrated again how Edincare Pumps’
whole team can offer top quality products and services
to prestigious projects.
Our projects team designed and specified a high quality
system to match the exacting brief.
Our on-site engineers worked closely with the client and
other contractors to integrate into the complex build
programme. The rest of billionaire’s row is undergoing
continual redevelopment and Edincare is negotiating
further work with this and other developers.
Edincare Pumps has been established for over 20 years
and specialises in the manufacture, project design, sale,
commission, service and repair of pumped drainage
solutions.
From their headquarters in Hemel Hempstead they offer
a nationwide coverage for the supply and maintenance of
their products. With service vehicles located throughout
the United Kingdom Edincare offer a rapid response to all
after sales services.
Edincare’s complete range of pumped drainage products
include:
• Packaged pumping stations
• Waste water pumping systems
• Macerators & macerating toilets
• Floor mounted pumping stations
• Fat, oil and grease separating systems
• Rainwater harvesting systems
• Battery Backup Systems
• Adoptable Pumping Stations
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MacLennan Project wins RIBA House of the Year 2017
Designed by Architects James Macdonald
Wright of Macdonald Wright Architects
and Niall Maxwell of Rural Office for
Architecture, Caring Wood went on to
win RIBA House of the year 2017 and was
featured on the popular TV show Grand
Designs.
Inspired by the traditional oast houses of Kent, the
agricultural buildings for kilning hops, Caring Wood
revives local building crafts and traditions including
locally sourced handmade peg clay tiles, locally quarried
ragstone and coppiced chestnut cladding. The house
comprises four towers, with interlinking roofs like
markers in the landscape, echoing other oast houses in
the distance.

Result
The work was carried by MacLennan in the agreed time
frames and was guaranteed for a period of 10 years. The
design of the Waterproofing is covered by MacLennan’s
10 million PI and covered by our £500,000 insured
warranty.

MacLennan were employed to install a Waterproofing
system for the project, with one of our design team
advising on Waterproofing from the start of the design
stage.

“Architects James Macdonald Wright of Macdonald
Wright Architects and Niall Maxwell of Rural
Office for Architecture completed the winning
project, Caring Wood, earlier this year.

Methodology
At the clients request MacLennan designed a cavity drain
waterproofing system for the internal area of 1,443 m²
that was operated by gravity instead of the usual pump
based system.
Inspection ports were hidden at intervals around the
system so that it could be maintained without interfering
with the design of the interior. The system was installed
by MacLennan’s fully trained and NVQ qualified
technicians.
The cavity drain system is a water management system.
It is the most effective and reliable form of Waterproofing
in most situations.
Benefits
The Cavity drain membrane system is easily and quickly
repaired and maintained.

Dezeen Magazine Quote

Described by the jury as a “brave” new prototype
for multi-generational living, the house provides
a home for three generations of one family.
It is divided into four interconnected blocks
representing the four units of the family: the
owners and their daughters’ husbands and
children.
The angular roofs of the blocks are covered in
terracotta-toned clay tiles, while the connected
base is faced in rag-stone from a nearby quarry.
The form and materials refer to the region’s oast
houses, used to dry hops in preparation for the
brewing process.”
Salisbury based MacLennan Waterproofing have
been providing high quality, garanteed waterproofing
systems for over 30 years.
With a reputation for quality and attention to detail
MacLennan Waterproof aim to provide honest and
professional service. To find out more visit
www.maclennanwaterproofing.co.uk.
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Our Partners
Manufacturers
CETCO

Danosa

Edincare

Fosroc

JUTA

London Basement
Pumps

Mapei

McCoy
Engineering

Naue Geosynthetics

P3 Pumps

Preservation
Supplies

PropertECO

PUDLO

SIG Construction

Triton Systems

Twistfix

Wykamol

Contractors
Advance Property
Preservation

Albany
Waterproofing

AM Construction

Anti-Damp Reservation

AP Gooch

Apex

Aspire Basements

Barker Morris

Basements North West

Bensleys

Biocraft

BOSA

Broadoak

Capital Basements

Cedarcare

City Remedial

Concept Construction

Damp Proofing Direct

Damp Tech

Damptec

Estbury Basements

GDN Preservation

Grade 2

Guardian Preservation

H2O Remedial Services

Interi Group

Lancashire Damp Proofing

L.A.B.S

Maintenance & Building
Preservation

Mackenzie Hughes

MacLennan
Waterproofing

McCane Construction

MGA Contracts

MPS Concrete Solutions

PermaFix

Peter Cox

Preserva CSS

Preservation Treatments

Proten

PTLS Enviro

Pure Property Care

Renlon
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Our Partners
current members:
Richardson & Starling

SAB Projects

Seamless Preservation

Site Sealants

SM Building Preservation

Smart Conversion

Soutar Preservation
Services

Sovereign Specialist
Services

Specialist Jointing
Services

Structural Waterproofing
Contracts

Surrey & London
Basement Co

Tapco HomeDry

Town & Country
Preservation

Walker Builders

Ward Damp Proofing

White Rock
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